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ABSTRACT 

Currently, outsourcing of data to remote cloud is increasing day by day, People are outsourcing their 

data at Cloud Service Provider (CSP) who are offering vast amount of storage space with low cost which 

is minimizing the maintenance and burden of local data storage but once data goes into cloud user lose 

control over their data which brings new security risk. Data storage cost, access restriction and 

maintaining the integrity of data is a major concern in cloud security.  Many organizations do not trust 

cloud providers to store their confidential data in public cloud storage because of security threats.        

The solution to the problem is given by different researchers in their work. However, the work in this 

regard has not achieved all security aspects correctly. The solution to the problem is given by different 

researchers in their work. However, the work in this regard has not achieved all security aspects 

correctly. To improve the correctness and performance of data security on the cloud while transferring 

the file is discussed in detail. While processing users request different attributes are checked for the 

processing of data. Each state is strictly defined with the attributes over the access.  
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1. INTRO DUCTIO N 

In today's world cloud is the major trend for data storage in a distributed way to overcome the usage cost. 

The typical system uses heavy charges to use the data and store data in their physical locations. The cloud 

computing an approach which stores the data virtually in the storage system. This helps the user to avoid 

the storage space and they can use at anytime from anywhere. The cloud also helps to work efficiently for 

certain data access from multiple stations. The complexity of data storage is decreasing as researchers 

work on it. The services provided by the different organizations for data storing is easy with the cloud [8].  

Cloud computing is the system where loosely coupled data is used but the organization should know the 

correctness of the use, the data correctness is the highest priority for any organization. In a system 

different authorized users have been allowed to access cloud storage but everyone has some restrictions. 

The system should work efficiently but the access control is managed by the system administrator. The 

personal data security is a major concern while transfer or store the file .every activity should be  passed 

through a secure manner as its open storage and open to access for any users from the cloud. A restriction 

has been providing with the responsibility and usage of data for a particular use, to restrict the user's 

number of methods or approaches that can be used for a purpose [5].  
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Data storing capacity of the cloud provides great significance to users. The user will not care about data 

storage locations physically and the capacity or expenditure required about that. In the system, the user 

has no concern with the data storing hardware requirements to execute the operation. The well-known 

examples of cloud systems are amazon simple storage services and amazon elastic compute cloud. The 

users are free from the responsibility of local users to store the data. The procedure of maintaining data 

security is not a concern with the user once the system is driven by the cloud. In users aspect, even he 

uses the cloud security model for data but security concern remains in higher priority for the data on the 

cloud [8]. In a cloud the security concern because of the external attacks on the cloud data which leads to 

adulterate the content of data and violates the integrity of cloud storage.  As the correctness of user data 

not maintained on the cloud, the users would be worried about his data in the system [7]. In response to 

the problem of security, some mechanism should be there to tackle the problems of security and provide 

meaningful architecture. In a mechanism, the data should be free from the risk of interact ions with any 

cloud users. In response, the method has includes the cryptography mechanism with significant 

modifications and also auditor is introduced to keep watch on the system. This proves that data 

confidentiality and integrity over the data of the cloud.       

The auditing task is performed with the use of third-party auditor (TPA) on cloud storage. Data auditing 

in cloud computing done with the Third Party Auditor (TPA). The data integrity and cloud secure storage 

checked by the TPA over the cloud. Auditing can be done individually or can audit entire users data in 

single instance which is called batch auditing [6, 7, 9]. 

2. CLO UD PLATFO RM SECURITY ISSUES  

The following formatting rules must be followed strictly.   

2.1. Education Cloud Platform 

Now a day’s education institutes are coming online, now learning and teaching is not confined to 

textbooks and classrooms, most of the education organizations now uses computers and mobile devices. 

Now students can pursue any course without physically going to t he teaching institute. In remote 

education sharing educational documents and resource integration is a huge concern. With the frequent 

use of cloud for learning, security challenges are coming along the way, such as information theft, 

security assault in educational network. 

2.2. Enterprise Cloud Platform 

An enterprise cloud provides a unified operating environment through a single point of control for 

managing infrastructure and applications in any cloud. E-commerce companies or banks with huge data 

require large number of operating and maintenance staff but the malicious insider with authority can 

quickly access confidential information from cloud. Most of the cities have free wifi network, people uses 

wifi without any security cover data can be exchanged without encryption. 

 

2.3. Healthcare Cloud Platform 

Healthcare cloud platform provides capabilities to manage health data at large scale and make it easier for 

healthcare organizations. Healthcare technologies perform important role while gathering of health 

records of patient through various gadgets, like smart watch, mobile phone, smart bands, and these 

gathered data is useful for healthcare research. Gathered data is shared across many insurance providers 

and healthcare networks.  It is important to ensure that data to flow securely through every point of care 

to improve patient experiences and health outcomes. 
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Figure 1. Cloud Storage Model 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW OF EXISTING FRAMEWO RKS  

3.1. Identity Based PDP Protocol 

Author HAO YAN AND WENMING GUI presented a public identity -based PDP protocol for secure 

data storage. This protocol is mainly build to provide identity privacy protection of multiple users. With 

the help of this protocol a TPA can check the integrity of g roup shared data but cannot know who the 

owner of the data is. 

There are four participants in proposed scheme: key generation centre, CSP, users and TPA. 

(1) Key generation centre is responsible for generating private keys for all users subscribed to the c loud. 

Here author assumed that the keys are transmitted by secure channel. 

(2) Cloud Service Provider (CSP) generates proofs for data integrity and maintains user's data. 

(3) Users those are subscribed to the cloud generate tags for their data and outsource the data to Cloud 

Service Provider. Here users share data in a group. 

(4) TPA checks the integrity of data. To audit the data TPA sends integrity challenge to CSP and gets a 

proof from CSP. Then TPA validates the proof and generate reports of data validation. 

Proposed scheme ensures relationship between data and uploader in proof generation phase and not in 

integrity audition phase so that auditor does not know the data owner. In this paper author took efforts to 

protect privacy of data uploader [1]. 

3.2. Key Aggregation Encryption And ABE Technology 

Author, Huang Nana, Yang Yuanyuan proposed HealthCare cloud architecture which integrates multiple 

application based on privacy protection. Proposed framework uses attribute based encryption to encrypt 

Personal Health Record (PHR) files. Instead of traditional domain division which has public domain 

(PUD) and personal domain (PSD), the public domain (PUD) is further divided into PUD1 and PUD2 

based on different access control over PHR files. Users in PUD1 have read or write access to the PHR 

files, while the users in PUD2 only have read permissions [2].  
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In the PSD, author used key aggregation encryption (KAE) to gain read access permission. For PHR users 

of PUD1 and PUD2, the outsourcable ABE technology is adopted to greatly reduce the computing burden 

of users [2]. 

3.3. ORUTA Framework (Ring Signatures and Homomorphic Authenticators) 

Author, Boyang Wang, Baochun Li and Hui Li proposed Oruta framework which audit the shared data in 

the cloud and preserve the privacy of data owner during auditing phase. Here framework utilizes ring 

signatures to construct homomorphic authenticators, these authenticators helps public verifier to audit 

shared data and verify integrity without retrieving the entire data, With ring signatures, a verifier is 

convinced that a signature is computed using private key of one of group member but the verifier will not 

be able determine which group member. 

Homomorphic authenticators are also called as homomorphic verifiable tags, which is a basic tool to 

construct auditing mechanism. Homomorphic authentication scheme is unforgeable that is only user with 

private key can generate valid signature [3]. 

 

3.4. CP-ABE Scheme 

 In this paper author Kaiping Xue, Weikeng Chen, Wei Li, Jianan Hong, Peilin Hong proposed an 

encrypted cloud storage with combined cloud-side and data owner-side access control, This framework is 

built to resistance DDoS/EDoS attacks and provides resource consumption accounting. Proposed 

framework uses CP-ABE Scheme for base construction.   

Proposed system supports arbitrary CP-ABE constructions which is secure against malicious data users. 

Here author designed three controls among three entities in the system. 

Control I: Data owners only allow authorized data users to decrypt the files. 

Control II: Data owners verify the resource consumption records of the cloud provider. 

Control III: The cloud provider verifies the data users before the download [4]. 

 

Table 1. Comparative analysis between different frameworks  

Parameters  EIBPIASDC 

[1] 

IPMCP [2] Oruta [3] CDOCAECS 

[4] 

Security Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Confidentiality Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Integrity Yes No Yes No 

Flexibility of 

authorization 

No Yes No No 

Separation of duties  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Data storage reduction No No No No 

Fine-grained control No Yes No Yes 

4. CO NCLUSIO NS  

An organization need lot of hardware resources need to store data physically and takes more time and 

expenses to maintain it. As the data grows the necessity for storage space also grows, and it is necessary 

for businesses to store their massive data at low cost. Storing data in public cloud is more beneficial that 

storing it traditionally on local drive, most of the service provider gives certain degree of data security, 

but more security requires as the new vulnerabilities in cloud comes into picture.   
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